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Session 10: Personnel and Interdisciplinary Teams 
Welcome to Insights to Inspire 2021 - Informatics: The Journey to Interoperability webcasts. I am Michelle Morris. I have 
a bachelor's degree in applied mathematics from Northwestern University, and I'm currently a Senior Software Architect 
in the Department of Biomedical Informatics at the University of Pittsburgh. 

Objectives - In this presentation, I will offer insights on how to build a high performing team by selecting the right 
people and making sure they have the proper training to effectively execute your research vision.  

During this session, you will learn: 
• Who are the “right hires” for a Research Informatics team. 
• What training is needed for new and existing personnel. 
• What core groups can be involved in the research informatics team 
• What other stakeholders should be included  
• What are the recommendations for best practices for interdisciplinary teams  

 

Every project has specific needs. However, these are general guidelines of the typical types of personnel that participate 
in a research informatics project. 

 

Who are the right hires for a Research Informatics team? - Remember, depending on your research and the funds 
available, one person may have to cover multiple roles. Every project starts with one or more investigators who usually 
act as the project leaders and subject matter experts. The PI is responsible for the overall success of the project. As a 
leader, you should be looking for people who are creative and critical thinkers, and that can adapt easily to changing 
environments. Most research informatics projects are subject to some level of compliance and other types of regulation. 
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So you will need people who are trained in clinical or biomedical informatics research and government regulation. These 
are important people as they protect you and any participants involved in your research. You also need to hire one or 
more builders. This is your development team. These people are responsible for turning the research vision into reality. 
They design, develop and test the tools, the data, or the process improvement according to your research aims. Most 
informatics projects will also need analysts like epidemiologists, statisticians and data scientists. These people analyze 
measure and evaluate the effectiveness of your research. This group will also be very instrumental in publishing the 
research of your results. And lastly, if your project is large enough, you may require a project manager to organize, 
coordinate communication, and keep track of things. 

What training is needed for new and existing personnel? - I have grouped training into three categories.  
1) The first one is core research training. These are skills I think are critical to running a research informatics project 

effectively. The most important training of course are the Citi Modules, which are required online courses at most 
institutions. It's a series of trainings and human subjects research, which includes courses in human subject 
protections, ethical issues, and current regulatory and guidance information. In addition to Citi modules, your team 
should also take courses in academic writing and grant writing as publishing your results are important part of 
informatics research.  

2) The second category of training will be productivity training. Your team should understand how to use basic 
productivity tools to do their job efficiently. These are tools like Trello, GitHhub, Google.docs, MSWord, and Zoom. 
They are necessary for communication, organization and creating versioning and sharing various work products like 
code and presentations.  

3) Finally, your team should participate in some form of continuing education. These are important informal training 
opportunities your team should take advantage of so they are aware of the latest methods and technologies in your 
research area. Informatics is a rapidly advancing field, so being aware of new software tools, modeling advances 
and scientific innovations is critical. Your team should regularly attend colloquiums and journal clubs and make sure 
they are scheduling time to read relevant academic publications and industry white papers. 

 

What core groups should be involved in the research informatics team? - These are generally shared resources that 
provide support at various stages of your research project. The IT department provides access to computer resources, 
storage environments, and will set up and install software for your team. The Office of Research provides support and 
advice for grant writing and other grant related activities and all research informatics projects need access to an 
administrative team to help with finances, grants, purchasing and HR.  

What other external partners should be included in your team? Of course your funders – they are a critical part of your 
team as they make the project possible. You will also need teams that will evaluate or implement the outcome of your 
research in real-world settings. And these would be people like clinical and lab partners or clinical trial staff or people in 
hospital operations. 

What are the recommendations for best practices for interdisciplinary teams? - I would say a good project starts with a 
well-communicated and documented plan. The trend is to be agile and use Kanban methods for workflow management 
and related tools like Trello and GitHub issue tracking to manage the workflow of informatics projects. But please 
remember these are productivity tools and they are not a substitute for the overall plan that defines your research goals 
and how they will be achieved. The plan can be modified over time to adapt to changes, but you and your team will 
need a sound starting point and a well thought out schedule. 
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Another recommendation for a successful team is to set expectations, set them early and reevaluate as the project 
progresses. Make sure everyone is on the same page regarding the quality and productivity standards. Make sure 
everyone on the team understands the big picture and how you see them fitting into that plan and have clearly defined 
boundaries and transition points to keep frustration levels low. Communication and documentation is also very 
important for project success. Keep the lines of communication open and make sure each team member is empowered 
to contribute. Utilize productivity tools like slack and zoom, but don't overwhelm the team with too many tools or too 
many meetings – it can become counterproductive. My final recommended best practice is to be sure to employ 
continuous evaluation. Periodically ask are all the roles covered? Are there signs that areas of the research or team 
members are struggling or satisfied? Are there long standing blockers that are affecting the entire project? Are the 
productivity tools you using right for this application or is the product design satisfactory or can it be improved? 

Takeaway Points - So to wrap up: 
• The right hires are creative and critical thinkers that fulfill important research, informatics roles and governance, 

design, build, and analysis. 
• Writing software application abilities and continuing education are essential skills for personnel.  
• Core groups are usually shared resources that provide supplementary service in the areas of finance, grant and 

IT support. 
• Stakeholders contribute funding and opportunities to evaluate the research outcomes in real world settings.  
• Interdisciplinary teams require a good plan, communication, continuous evaluation and empowerment. 

We encourage you to view the following webcasts as they provide foundational information for the rest of the series.  

Session 1 – Introduction to Insights to Inspire 2021 Informatics, the Journey to Interoperability 
Session 2 – Language of Informatics 
Session 3 – Introduction to Informatics  
Session 4 – Introduction to Maturity Models  
Session 5 – Importance of Interoperability 

After that, please view the remaining webcasts in the order of your choice.  The webcasts are available on the CLIC 
website:  https://clic-ctsa.org/ or you can access them by searching CLIC_CTSA on Vimeo or YouTube.  

Thank you for viewing Session 10- Personnel and Interdisciplinary Teams.  
Please join us for the rest of the Informatics: The Journey to Interoperability series. 
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